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Message to shareholders

Consolidating transformation
and growth
2017 has seen the consolidation of our
company identity while posting highly
satisfactory results – the highest ever
achieved – with revenue crossing the
boundary of €3 billion.
This performance was driven by
growth, achieved through our leadership positions in several markets
and thanks to our efforts in overall
consolidation and simplification, with
a global focus on improving our business processes and the positive impact
this has had on our activities in Europe.
This is consistent with the implementation of our new culture and
strategy based on customer intimacy,
leadership positions and employee
engagement. We anticipate that this
transformation will continue to materialise and improve our results as more
and more initiatives take shape.

A year of change
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Nothing would have been possible
without the energy and dedication demonstrated by our 16,000
collaborators all around the world
who have been driving the change.
We would like to sincerely thank all
Aliaxis employees for their outstanding

contribution. Their energy and cooperative mind-set resulted in a great
number of initiatives launched in 2017.
One of the main objectives of this
past year was to connect better with
our clients worldwide. With a view
to strengthening our customer intimacy, a number of projects relating
to Commercial Excellence have been
initiated throughout the company,
leading to improvements in portfolio
management and sales effectiveness.
Along the road, we always keep an
eye on opportunities for Aliaxis to
grow and develop as a global industrial group. We therefore continue to
invest in our core markets in order to
unlock potential growth and further
consolidate our positions. In India, for
example, we opened a new plant in
Bhiwadi, located in the northern part
of the country.
In all our activities, we remain committed to offering complete solutions
for our customers. The know-how
and expertise present throughout
all divisions of our Group are being
cross-fertilised through a number of
cross-border projects involving multicultural teams and combining portfolios. That way, we can provide an
integrated set of products that meet
our clients’ expectations.

This commitment also translates into
an increased focus on specific market
segments, like High-rise and Industry.
Continued efforts by our high-rise
construction team resulted this past
year in several important achievements like, for example the acquisition
of Studor — a highly specialised leader
in drainage ventilation and air admittance valve technology. The team also
launched a dedicated website where
our customers and stakeholders can
find our integrated product range
and explore our expertise in the field.
In industry, we were proud to enter the
marine segment by signing our first
contract with the French cruise ship
builder STX Cabins.
People are definitely key to our
transformation. As a result, in 2017
we have been reshaping our organisation to align it with the challenges
that lay ahead. Agile and efficient
organisational structures now offer our
colleagues an environment in which
they can further grow and develop
their talents.

Solid foundations for
further growth
We are now well placed to invest
further in our growth, both in the short
term and in the long term. In 2018,
we will continue to strengthen the

"Our change was
possible thanks
to the energy
and dedication
demonstrated by
16,000 colleagues
all over the world."

business fundamentals and further
roll out our key initiatives while positioning ourselves to be ready for the
future, with greater emphasis on digitalisation and the further reshaping of
our organisation.

on our past, but also to look forward,
connect and build a common future
as One Aliaxis.

Last but not least, we will also be celebrating the 15th anniversary of Aliaxis
on 18 June 2018. This is a festive
moment to savour and share with our
16,000 collaborators, because they are
the people who have made Aliaxis a
great company. Our 15th anniversary
is not only the moment to look back

Laurent Lenoir Olivier van der Rest
CEO
Chairman

Yours sincerely,
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We are
Aliaxis
Aliaxis is a global leader in the manufacturing
and distribution of advanced plastic piping
systems providing sustainable solutions for
water and energy. With a global workforce
of 16,000 passionate individuals, we develop
both standard and tailored products and
solutions that meet the client’s most demanding
expectations. We are active through more than
100 manufacturing and commercial companies,
operating in over 45 countries.

We are Aliaxis

Our mission
We are passionate about creating sustainable innovative solutions
for water and energy. We provide people around the world with
advanced plastic piping systems, leading our industry in a way that
anticipates the rapidly evolving needs of our customers.

Our vision
We make life flow, shaping a better tomorrow
by connecting people with water and energy.

Our values
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Connect to win
We achieve
more together

Passion to build
We are fit,
fast and agile

Commitment to care
We live our values

Our values

Connect to win

Aliaxis businesses join forces at ISH in Frankfurt
For the first time, an integrated
Aliaxis-branded booth made
its appearance at the ISH fair
in Frankfurt. ISH is the world’s
leading trade fair for innovative
bathroom design, energy-efficient
heating and air-conditioning technology. Several teams from the
Aliaxis EMEA division joined forces
to present an integrated product
range for connecting people to
water and energy.
At the Aliaxis booth, our customers
were able to discover the broad
range of products and integrated
systems for bathroom design,

energy and air-conditioning from
our leading businesses Akatherm,
Girpi, Jimten, Nicoll, Redi, Sanit
and Wefatherm.
The stand was organised
according to the different types
of solutions Aliaxis has to offer for
plumbers, specifiers, installers, etc.
For example, visitors discovered our
total product range for drainage,
w i t h s p e c i f i c p ro d u c t s f ro m
Girpi, Redi, Nicoll and Akatherm.
Our customers also could have a
look at our latest innovations in hot

& cold and bathroom design, with
specialised systems and products
from Jimten, Sanit and Wefatherm.
The ISH fair in Frankfurt was one
of the first big events that clearly
demonstrated the successful
collaboration between all Aliaxis
businesses under one umbrella.
Through the sharing of expert
knowledge and integration of our
product range, Aliaxis is now in a
perfect position to meet our clients'
needs and expectations and offer
them tailor-made solutions.

We are Aliaxis

Passion to build

EMEA teams offer smart and efficient solution for
the new Saint-Gobain Tower in Paris

Engie Axima, a subsidiary of the
French utility company Engie,
is responsible for climate engin e e r i n g , p l u m b i n g a n d f i re
protection of the new SaintGobain Tower in Paris. It was
looking for a partner to provide
support frames for the building.
The high technical quality of
Aliaxis’ products, provided by our
French team, spoke for itself and
convinced Engie Axima to select
our company as supplier.
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Our offer was ultimately tailormade specifically for this project,
to meet all of the client's requirements. Because the Tower is situated close to three other high-rise
buildings in a very dense location,
the project requires specific logistical measures in order to reduce
storage problems and to avoid
congestion, including strict delivery
and unloading times.

The support frames were therefore produced at a specific height
and with the tap on the right side
to fit with the building’s design.
Special packaging allowed for
delivery on pallets, without any
cardboard. The pallet with 14
support frames fits directly into the
lift, so it can be delivered easily to
the right floor and installed with no
time lost in removing or disposing
of unnecessary packaging.

Thus, Aliaxis has been able to
offer an efficient, zero-waste solution that also optimises the time
needed for installation. This project
is the result of an intense process
and strong commitment from
the Aliaxis teams involved.
They created a close relationship
with Engie Axima, listening to the
client’s needs during the whole
preparatory and building process.

©DR Valode & Pistre architectes

The new Saint-Gobain Tower in
the Paris business district of La
Défense will reach 165 metres
and will count 44 floors with
48,600 m² of office space.
Because of their proven technical quality and aesthetic appeal,
Aliaxis’ support frames were
selected for plumbing, climate
engineering and fire protection
in the building.

Our values

Commitment to care

Aliaxis Peru team helps its plant’s employees
affected by disastrous Chiclayo floods

After the floods in Peru in 2017,
the management team of Aliaxis’
Chiclayo plant gave practical assistance to its employees by taking
care of their homes and families.
Aliaxis products are still being
used in the area for rebuilding
damaged infrastructure.
Terrible floods hit Peru in March
2017, devastating the area near our
Chiclayo plant. The team quickly
rolled out several programmes (food
drive, renovation loans, home visits,
health care, etc.) to give practical
support to our most vulnerable
employees and to help them take
care of their homes and families.
Thanks to this aid, our workers were
secure and had peace of mind, and
they could return to work earlier
than workers in other enterprises.
In fact, our Chiclayo plant was the
first sanitation firm to resume operations. In addition, our products
were and are still being used for
rebuilding damaged infrastructure
in the devastated areas.
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We are Aliaxis

The Aliaxis Way:
living our values
We want to achieve more together, working with and for people. We want
to be fit, fast and agile so we can meet our customers’ needs. But above
all, we want to improve people’s lives by living our values and by making a
difference, shaping a better, sustainable tomorrow.

Health and safety
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Safety as
top priority

Lodi plant celebrates
17 years of no Lost Time Accidents

Providing a safe and secure working
environment for all employees,
contractors and visitors is our top
priority. Aliaxis aims to increase its
overall safety performance, with a
goal of zero accidents worldwide.
The global safety community, made
up of Health and Safety managers
from all our divisions, is dedicated
to the transfer of best practices to all
Aliaxis companies.

In January 2017, our Lodi (California, USA) plant reached a significant milestone of 17 years without a single Lost Time Accident.
Lodi is an Aliaxis manufacturing plant that makes specialty fittings,
mainly for the irrigation market.
The team in Lodi always keeps safety aspects in mind when planning
their tasks. Its members discuss together how to handle different
situations and examine the safe performance of manufacturing
processes regardless of pressure from competing business priorities.
They always act promptly to correct unsafe situations to ensure
that all workers return home to family and friends without suffering
any harm.

The Aliaxis Way: living our values

Customer service

Our customers
are our core
business
Aliaxis supplies plumbers, technicians
and installers worldwide with products
and solutions to get projects up and
running easily and reliably. We aim to
add value for end users: for people
in their homes, farmers, industries
and governments. Whatever the
challenges in terms of size, volume
or height, whatever the constraints
on building sites, in infrastructure
projects or due to irrigation requirements on agricultural land, we always
strive to offer the appropriate products
and solutions.

APAC team wins two customer awards in
Australia and New Zealand
The Philmac team of Aliaxis’ APAC division won two supplier
awards last year. Both prizes clearly demonstrate the high level
of quality provided by the Aliaxis teams in serving our customers.
In September 2017, Philmac won the Auscontact Association’s
Contact Centre Specialist Award. This award recognises that
our Australian National Contact Centre, with its highly trained
and motivated staff, leads the way in offering the ultimate
customer experience.
In the same month, the team was named Thinkwater Supplier of the
Year. Thinkwater is a leading network of Australian and New Zealand
independently-owned water services businesses. The Group operates
44 stores across Australia and New Zealand, servicing a broad range
of markets that include agriculture, golf course irrigation systems,
water recycling and domestic irrigation and pumping. This award
proves that our colleagues have been able to deliver consistently
high levels of service throughout the year.
The two awards won by our APAC team demonstrate how many
facets of the business can come together to deliver customer value.
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We are Aliaxis

Innovation and
operational excellence
in everything we do
With over 50 years of expertise in plastics, Aliaxis manages to
develop products which are always one step ahead in innovation. In all our manufacturing sites and facilities across the
world, our teams strive to achieve operational excellence
and efficiency in developing new products and services.
Aliaxis facilitates the exchange of best practices and knowledge across all countries and segments. This continuously
optimises and streamlines internal processes. As a result,
our customers benefit from an improved service delivery,
while having access to innovative solutions.

Innovation

FIP presented with leading
Italian innovation awards
In December 2017, our Italian FIP colleagues
were presented with the prestigious “Premio
dei Premi per l’Innovazione” or National
Innovation Award by Laura Boldrini, President
of the Italian Chamber of Deputies for the
design of their DK diaphragm valve. That day,
innovations which had been selected because
of their product excellence and process
innovation were recognised during a
prestigious event.
Earlier in the year, the team was also nominated
for the ADI Compasso d’Oro Award. Created in
Italy in 1954, the ADI Compasso d’Oro Award is
the oldest and one of the most influential industrial design awards in Europe. It is also one of the
highest industrial design honours in the world.
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The DK Diaphragm valve is a compact, lightweight, pneumatically activated two-way
diaphragm valve used to shut off or regulate
fluids that are abrasive or dirty. It is particularly suitable for applications currently using
metallic materials where corrosion can occur.
Some notable examples are found in the water
treatment sector, for example in desalination
plants handling salt water. The diaphragm valve
is also highly recommended for the chemical
industry, where acids and highly corrosive fluids
must be conveyed safely.

The Aliaxis Way: living our values

Committing to the environment
by saving energy and water
and also reducing CO2
Life Cycle Analyses (LCAs) have shown
that plastic pipe systems are not only
more environmentally-friendly but
also healthier alternatives to pipes
made from other materials. But we
are not resting on our laurels. We take
environmental protection and good
waste management into consideration
across all our activities. Our long-term
ambition is to make the world better,
delivering sustainable solutions that
improve people’s lives – this is one of
our key corporate values.

Environment

Waste management at Vinidex
Smithfield site delivers good
results
The Aliaxis business Vinidex in Australia has
provided examples of good waste management during this past year. The Smithfield site
has substantially reduced its costs and total
waste production.
The 2017 September general waste volume of the
site was brought down by 29% compared to June.
This was the result of a combination of strategies
that were put in place to help reduce environmental
impact and waste, such as, for example installing
recycling facilities and raising environmental awareness throughout the whole production site.
The team members will continue to work together
to manage their waste, aiming at further improvements on environmental impact and cost savings.
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Case

We are Aliaxis

Giving 76 families
in Honduras access
to drinking water
Aliaxis supports Fundación Cerro Verde in
drilling water wells in poor, rural regions
Honduras is one of the poorest countries in the world
with approximately 63% of its population living below
the poverty line and over 600,000 people across the
country lacking access to drinking water. This past
year, Aliaxis was proud to have been able to contribute
to an important water project to provide clean water
to rural families in Honduras.

Caring
for local
communities
The Aliaxis businesses were founded in
the heart of the local regions in which
they are still operating. They care
deeply about these local communities and will reinvest in their future
through various projects. In many of
these communities, Aliaxis is helping
to install or improve drinking water
supplies, provide sanitation facilities, set up infrastructure projects
for collecting and storing rainwater
and drill groundwater wells. It is also
building schools and implementing
local education programmes.
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In many poor, rural villages in the Linaca region in
Honduras, people sometimes have to walk up to 10 km
to fetch their water from small springs that are often
contaminated and unprotected. “This means that children often can’t go to school because they need to walk
half a day to get water for their families. As the water
is often contaminated, many people in the villages fall
sick on a regular basis,” says Maria Gonzalez Rodriguez
of Fundación Cerro Verde.
Water for Waica and Esquillal
This Spanish NGO focuses on providing general access
to water, electricity and education in South American
regions. “The lack of water causes a whole series of
problems. Since farmers have no means to irrigate and
grow their own food, they live in deteriorating conditions and become even poorer.” Through Selavip, Aliaxis
supported Fundación Cerro Verde last year in drilling
a water well for two rural villages in Honduras: Waica
and Esquillal.
“The main goal of this project was to supply drinking
water for approximately 370 people. With the assistance
of a local team of experts, we started to look for a suitable location to drill. As the aim was to use one well for
the provision of drinking water to two different villages,
we focused our efforts along the dust road joining the
villages,” explains Maria Gonzalez Rodriguez.

Challenges
Finding a good location to drill the well was a big
challenge, because in these remote rural areas there
are no available feasibility studies to determine where
water can be found. “We needed to find a location that
combined the best expectations for water to be found,
good accessibility for the drilling equipment and the
highest number of people who could benefit from the
well.” After three attempts at different depths, water was
finally found at a depth of 18 metres.
“We also had to plan all our work to be carried out
within a few months, because the drilling could not be
done during the rainy season. The poor quality of the
soil, formed mainly from volcanic ash, and the poor
capacity of the drilling machinery, posed challenges
for us, but in January 2017 we managed to finish the
drilling. In March, we bought and installed the submersible pump and the electrical equipment.”
Water Committee
After the initial drilling, the well was protected by a
high-pressure PVC pipe. Because the well needs to
supply water to two different communities, instead of

a distribution net, a self-service installation was put in
place. The installation consists of four different reservoirs
which are all connected with pipes and several taps
from which the inhabitants can take water. “The well
produces approximately 95 litres of water per minute, so
their water deposits can be refilled in about 45 minutes.”

370
more people in Honduras now have
access to clean drinking water
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We are Aliaxis

“People from the villages can fill their reservoirs four
times a day, according to the regulations of the local
Water Committee. This committee consists of people
like teachers who have some standing in the community. They supervise the maintenance of the water
well and pump installation.” The Water Committee in
Waica and Esquillal set two fixed times for pumping
in the morning and another two in the afternoon,
making available about 16,000 litres of water per day
for the villagers.
Sustainable
The committee also manages the maintenance costs
of the well and supervises the water quality to ensure
it is potable by adding chlorine when necessary. “To
determine the parameters for potable water, we work
with a specialised lab in Tegucigalpa, the capital of
Honduras. Together with the representatives from the
Water Committee, we have also agreed a very small
fixed price that consumers have to pay for their water.”

"People from the villages
now have easy access to
pure water 4 times a day."

This is how Fundación Cerro Verde ensures the sustainability of its projects. “Otherwise, when the well needs to
be fixed or the pump installation needs to be replaced,
there will be no money for this and all our efforts will
have been in vain. We need to make sure that people
have access to clean water in the long term, not only
today. We visit all our projects three or four times a
year. We check the status of the wells and interview the
community representatives to ask how things are going.”
This sustainable way of thinking was one of the reasons
encouraging Aliaxis to support Fundación Cerro Verde.
“We draw up a report on each project supported by
Aliaxis through Selavip. It has proved to be an excellent
and reliable partner to us, because of its extensive expertise in the business, so their people understand perfectly
what possible challenges face each project,” concludes
Maria Gonzalez Rodriguez.

UN Sustainable Development Goal 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
Clean water and sanitation for all is the ambition of the sixth Sustainable Development Goal (SDG6) of
the United Nations and is a key foundation for other goals. Globally, water scarcity affects more than
40% of the world’s population and more than 80% of wastewater is discharged into the sea without any
treatment. Although access to clean water is a basic human right, water and sanitation-related diseases
remain among the major causes of death in children under five and impact millions more. That is why
Aliaxis supports the Sustainable Development Goals and believes that — because of the nature of its
activities — it can make the most impact for Goal 6 - Clean water and sanitation for all.
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The Aliaxis Way: living our values

A long history

“The well makes a big
difference to our lives.
We can now do some
subsistence farming.”
Herculano Osorto
Chairman of the village Board
of Waica and Esquillal

“Our children sometimes had to
walk more than
10 kilometers to find a small
amount of dirty water. Now
they have time to go to school.”
Omar Amador
Member of the Water Committee

“The Water Committee
ensures that consumers pay
a small fixed price for the
water, to maintain the well.”
Elvin Martinez
Treasurer of the Water Committee

The foundations of Aliaxis have been shaped by people with
clear ideas and a vision for the future. As pioneers in their
field, they were able to respond to the huge revolution in
technology and innovation in the late 1950s and 1960s,
when plastics arrived in the world economy and began to
be used in plumbing to replace lead, iron, metal and other
heavy materials. Today more than ever, we are celebrating
our history and we are building on it for the future.
History

Aliaxis companies celebrating
25-year and 60-year
anniversaries
Several Aliaxis businesses celebrated their anniversary
during the past twelve months. Most of them can
look back on an impressive history, sometimes over
50 years. From the very early days, these businesses
have been building up expertise in providing the best
piping systems, fittings and drainage systems for
plumbers and industries around the world.
Our North American team of IPEX recently celebrated its 25-year anniversary. Founded in 1992,
IPEX has over the years established a reputation
for end-user focus, product innovation, quality and
performance. The European company Girpi has
been in existence for 60 years and is a specialist
in the plastic injection moulding process. The Girpi
team designs and manufactures complete piping
systems in synthetic materials for all types of building
services. The Aliaxis business Marley New Zealand
also celebrated its 60-year anniversary last year.
Started in 1957 as a vinyl flooring contractor and
retailer, this company is now one of New Zealand’s
largest manufacturers in the plastics industry.
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Transformation
is happening
Since the launch of our renewed strategy, Aliaxis
teams around the world are truly committed to
capitalising on our strengths and opportunities.
Our aim is to encourage our people to further
grow within Aliaxis and develop their capabilities
in a globally integrated group. Together we are
building a better company: one that is ready for
the future and the worldwide challenges we are
facing.

Transformation is happening

Divisional achievements and
successful initiatives
Over this past year, people across divisions and
businesses have been working closely together to
deliver on Aliaxis' new strategy and values. Proof
that this transformation is happening can be seen
in several key initiatives launched by our teams
around the world. By sharing their know-how
and accelerating their operational excellence,
they are establishing better connections with
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our customers and sharpening their focus on
innovation.

Two major paths for EMEA division
In the Europe, Middle-East and Africa
division, Delivering the New Aliaxis
moved from theory to practice, from
a roadmap to a series of real practical
actions. The project has defined two
major paths for our EMEA division: a
journey of integration and a journey
of growth. During a growth event
in November, more than 100 Aliaxis
staff from the EMEA division gathered
together in Paris. There the businesses
learned how to move from conceptual ideas to granular action-driven
plans, and how to convert the Aliaxis
values into concrete initiatives.

Over this past year, the division
analysed the market segments in
which we have been and are currently
operating and has identified areas of
potential growth. The long-term goal
is to create growth opportunities for
the company and to create a strongly
differentiated value proposition.
Another consequence of our renewed strategy is the creation of
new divisional organisational structures for marketing and operations.
The marketing organisation has
been redesigned with dedicated
managers, for example for Pricing.
Through adopting this approach, our
division is encouraging internal mobility

by moving talented people from local
Aliaxis businesses across the organisation to fill these managing positions.
The operations team is being reorganised in similar fashion with the
creation of a group of confirmed
experts in engineering, mould manufacturing, raw materials and supply
chain. The most important target of
the divisional operations team will be
to further improve our operational
excellence during the coming years,
starting in 2018.
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Transformation is happening

Operational excellence

Aliaxis becomes a reference
for temporary swimming pools
After equipping all 18 swimming
facilities in the Rio Olympic
village, Aliaxis’ Italian business
FIP was also selected by our
client Myrtha Pools to equip three
temporary pools for the FINA
World Swimming Championships
in Budapest, Hungary.
The Championships took place
in April 2017 in the City Park of
Budapest. To compensate for
the poor availability of training
facilities before the big event, the
organising team asked to have
three temporary pools installed at
two different locations in the early
months of the year. The pools
needed to be dismantled and
reinstalled for the main swimming
competition, just a few metres
away from the UNESCO world
heritage site, Heroes Square in
Budapest’s City Park. Furthermore,
the pools did not have the same
dimensions for warm-up as for the
official competition.
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It goes without saying that all
equipment for the pools needed
to be easy to install, dismantle
and reinstall without losing
quality. Having proved their high
technology and reliability at the
Rio Olympic Games, our Italian
FIP team was again selected
to provide valves for the pools.
FIP supplied high-reliability ball,
butterfly, retaining, sediment
strainer valves and PVC-U fittings

from DN25 to DN300, that were
easy to install in all water treatment plants. The team worked
constantly to improve the valves,
creating customised products
and paying special attention
to providing logistical support
for deliveries.

Divisional achievements and successful initiatives

Cross-fertilisation

12 km of pipes for the new Liège hospital building
Scheduled to be fully operational by the end of 2018, the
new Liège hospital building
(Liège, Belgium) will provide 700
beds to house a new integrated
oncology centre and 7 analysis
laboratories. Its 17 floors require
a total of 12 km of pipes for
hot and cold water, as well as
diverter valves and backwater
pipes. An extra challenge stems
from the need to control the risk
of bacterial growth and biofilm
formation, a serious threat for
healthcare environments.

CPVC is one of the best materials
for resisting water treatments
such as chlorinated treatments
which are sometimes applied in
these buildings. The System’O, a
CPVC pipe system manufactured
by Aliaxis local business Girpi, has
proved satisfactory in numerous
healthcare projects across Europe
over many years. The technical
team from Nicoll Belgium had
already established a good reputation at the Brussels Saint-Luc
Hospital. They persuaded the
engineering company working
on the Liège project to use this

CPVC pipe system. Both Nicoll
and Girpi teams worked closely
together on the details of the
specification, delivery monitoring
and on-site training of installers.
This project is an excellent
example of cross-fertilisation and
increases Aliaxis’ positive reputation in the hospital sector. It puts
Aliaxis in a strong position for
winning more renovation projects
in Belgium and beyond.
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Transformation is happening

Sharing knowledge in North
and Latin America
The Aliaxis teams in North and Latin
America focused strongly on innovation and how to develop the best
products for the challenges facing
our customers. During the annual
North American Innovation Meeting,
for example, the teams learned about
several global initiatives and ambitions:
the adoption of global innovation tools
and processes; sharing innovative
projects around the world, and the
desire to investigate and innovate
alongside emerging global trends.
Our North American Process
Engineering department collaborated
closely with the Latin American region
in the exchange of best practices and
in identifying areas for improvement.
The new Aliaxis strategy was also
implemented by the North American
legal department, working in collaboration and sharing knowledge with
the Group’s legal team on a number
of cases.
In Latin America, the team has
aligned its regional structure with the
new Aliaxis, focusing on commercial excellence and innovation, and
encouraging the development of
specific capabilities at regional level.
The purpose was to offer innovative
and differentiated products, deliver
superior levels of service and support
customers in the most efficient way.
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In the near future, the teams in
North and Latin America will remain
committed to increasing their
efforts in innovation, in order to

speed up the introduction of new
products. Our teams continue
to develop their digital platforms
with a view to improving overall
customer experience.

Cross-fertilisation

North and Latin American teams
offer innovative solution for large car
manufacturing site in Mexico
For the first production site of a large German car manufacturer in
Mexico, Aliaxis teams in Latin and North America joined forces and
shared their knowledge to meet all of the client's requirements.
Working closely with the engineering team and construction contractors, the Aliaxis team in Mexico was the only one to come up with a
solution capable of meeting the customer’s requirements. It offered
Labline, a specially formulated polypropylene solution produced in
North America, which is resistant to chemicals and solvents.
The teams from North America and Mexico worked together closely
throughout the project to meet all of our customer's requirements.
This close interaction helped achieve the best possible outcome for
our client, who was very happy with the value added by the Aliaxis
teams. This is a further example of how clients benefit from good
collaboration between different Aliaxis teams.

Divisional achievements and successful initiatives

Innovation

Aliaxis engineers work with Cornell University to test an
innovative pipeline under earthquake conditions
Aliaxis’ North American team
has been working together with
Cornell University (New York,
United States) on testing an
innovative pipeline exposed to
extreme conditions like earthquakes and floods.
Cornell University’s School of Civil
and Environmental Engineering is
a world-class research group with
broad expertise in seismic engineering. This research partnership
was tasked to evaluate the Bionax
SR (Seismic Resistant) pipe when
subjected to simulated earthquake
conditions. The innovative pipeline
was developed by IPEX. The material of the pipe is engineered to
stretch, bend and compress as it

withstands extreme ground deformation during floods, earthquakes
and construction-related activity.

deformation than the last design,
thanks to modifications Cornell
suggested from our testing.”

Engineers from Oakland,
California, and Vancouver, British
Columbia travelled to Ithaca to
analyse the project and watch as
the pipe underwent a simulated
fault rupture while buried inside a
hydraulically powered split basin
filled with 80 tons of soil. The engineers could see for themselves
that the pipe performed most
satisfactorily under such conditions. Brad Wham, a geotechnical
engineering postdoc at Cornell,
said: “The pipe was able to
accommodate 50% more ground

This research will be shared with
infrastructure owners and engineers so that IPEX can collaborate
with them on providing reliable
piping system solutions in earthquake prone areas. One key objective is to develop piping systems
that maintain their integrity and
performance after earthquakes
in order to ensure reliable water
supplies to people and to critical
firefighting crews coping with
the consequences of these
catastrophic events.
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Transformation is happening

Increased collaboration and
rolling out values in Asia-Pacific
In the Asia-Pacific division, the deployment of the Aliaxis new core values
and strategy started in 2017 and will
be further rolled out over the next
year. Our Vinidex business unit has
made excellent progress in rolling out
Portfolio Management and Pricing
projects. New Zealand also implemented two significant projects in
footprint rationalisation to improve the
utilisation of its assets. The Chemvin
and Dynex teams merged their facilities, while Marley in the South Island of
New Zealand has been working with
RX Plastics to transfer their production to the larger, more modern
and efficient facility in Ashburton.
The division has already seen satisfactory outcomes of applying the
new Aliaxis strategy in its first Group
product sales and increased joint
project work.
Thanks to increased internal collaboration, the division has been able to
examine opportunities going beyond
its core building market in India and
has reinforced its team with senior
talent for the infrastructure market.
The local team also worked together
with the Group High-rise segment
team to define new opportunities in
high-rise buildings. A group of Indian
building engineers travelled to the
High-Rise Dynamics Experience
Centre in the Netherlands in order to
gain a deeper understanding of the
Aliaxis capabilities in high-rise buildings.
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In the same way as in other divisions
during the past year, the “Aliaxis Way”
game also travelled around the APAC
division. This interactive workshop
promotes the Aliaxis values and
behaviours and encourages dialogue
between our people.

Cross-fertilisation

Aliaxis equips new Justice & Emergency
Services Precinct in Christchurch
The first major public building to be rebuilt in the city of
Christchurch following the devastating earthquakes of 2011 is the
new Justice & Emergency Services Precinct. This 300 million dollar
project is led by New Zealand’s Ministry of Justice. The Marley
New Zealand team supplied the Akasison Siphonic Drainage
system for this prestigious project.
A major advantage of the concealed siphonic system is that it
rapidly drains rainwater using horizontal pipes with no falls. This is
a boon for architects, as it means less space required for services
and higher ceilings, while making installation easier with no need
to calculate falls.
Marley purchases the Akasison system from Akatherm, an Aliaxis unit
with which the business has been working for a number of years.
Working closely with Akatherm, the Marley sales team provided local
design and technical support for the Akasison system. In this way,
Aliaxis is raising the level of local knowledge to the benefit of all
customers worldwide.

Divisional achievements and successful initiatives

Operational excellence

Indian team achieves key milestone in new
ERP project
The team from the Aliaxis Indian
business Ashirvad started the
implementation of a new ERP
system. It implements the best
practices from the plastics
industry on a much larger and
more robust platform that can
match growth in India and
prepare for the future.
In October 2017, a major milestone was achieved when all
process leads, owners and IT
project teams signed off on the
core processes incorporated into

project specifications. A close
collaboration between business
and IT teams was crucial for this.
Highly structured project management and a dedicated change
management approach has kept
the focus on customers, while a
“value chain booklet” presented
the core team, corporate owners
and processes.
The team will now further test
and roll out the system during the
next year.
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Transformation is happening

Our people drive the change
People are key to our success. They all work passionately together towards our
common goals and play a critical role in building a successful Aliaxis. We stimulate
them to grow and develop their talents in our company by offering them a
vibrant working environment. They are encouraged to collaborate and share best
practices across borders. We aim to provide an agile and efficient organisation
that enables all our colleagues to work towards one shared goal: to build a future
as One Aliaxis.
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Shaping
a better
tomorrow
If we look at the world today and how it will
evolve tomorrow, it becomes clear that global
changes are accelerating fast. Our company is
ready to address these challenges, thanks to our
extensive expertise, agile way of working and
long-term vision.

Shaping a better tomorrow

Capturing opportunities
for growth
Worldwide transformations in population and
natural resources present us with exciting
opportunities in the years to come. By putting
more focus on innovation, we aim to capture
these opportunities, which will allow us to help
our customers being successful and to secure our
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position as a global leader.

All Aliaxis divisions are increasing their
efforts in developing innovative products and services to better serve clients
and end users in an evolving market
environment. We work together with
our customers and listen to their
needs. It is our ambition to help them
to prepare for future megatrends like
the rise in population, growing megacities, scarcity in natural resources and
evolving industrial needs.

Capturing opportunities for growth

High-rise
The worldwide consumer base is
growing fast. It is estimated that by
2050 there will be 9.7 billion people on
this planet, mostly in India and China.
Most of this increasing population
will be living in megacities, usually in
metropolitan areas each holding more
than 10 million inhabitants. By 2025,
approximately 35 new megacities are
expected to arise.

In those dense city areas people
will mostly live in high vertical apartment buildings, which are already
being constructed at high speed.
The infrastructure for those high-rise
buildings requires specific attention to
the comfort, safety and costs for the
people living there. That is why we
are developing solutions focusing, for
example, on sound reduction, water
pressure or fire safety.
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Industry
As a result of the growing population,
it has become clear that a lot of pressure will be put on our natural fuels
in the near future. Evidence shows
that resources will become scarce.
An estimated 2.8 billion people will
lack access to drinking water in the
coming years. This will require major
construction investments to ensure
additional water supplies and city infrastructure. Additional construction for
energy transport will also be needed.
These challenges also result in
changing requirements for key
product features such as temperature,
pressure and chemical compatibility
in large industries. We address those
needs and give extra attention to a
selection of industrial segments, like
water treatment and mining.
Our industrial products also serve the
marine segment, offering solutions for
hot and cold water distribution, black
and grey water collection, cooling
systems and water treatment.
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Capturing opportunities for growth

Agriculture
Another big global challenge – next
to the availability of potable water – is
food. The amount of food that needs
to be produced to feed a fast-growing
population is huge and will only
increase over the decades to come.
This growth will put increasing pressure on the global food chain, so we
have no choice but to rethink the way
we produce, distribute and consume
food. The challenges that await the
food-producing sector, including
agricultural businesses, are immense.
Efficient and sustainable agriculture
will be key to securing our future and
must be adopted now. Improving agricultural yields will be vital, and water
management will play an essential
role. As Aliaxis, we have capabilities
that will help tackle this problem
and deliver long-term solutions.
Our agriculture segment addresses
water management in the context

of agricultural farming, including the
irrigation of horticultural crops and
watering systems for livestock.
On a global level, we offer solutions
that can help farmers to become more
efficient. Because of the scale of our
operations, Aliaxis is able to leverage
all the relevant expertise we have
developed in the area of agriculture.
In a growing number of countries, we
are now offering a full range of irrigation solutions – this entails consulting
with individual farmers and farming
companies, understanding their needs
and then designing irrigation systems
for them. We are capable of supplying
all the products needed and installing
full systems.
In the years to come, Aliaxis will keep
on expanding the range of solutions
that we can offer to agricultural businesses around the world.

"In a growing
number of
countries we are
today offering a full
range of irrigation
solutions."
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High-rise
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Reaching for
the sky

High-rise: Reaching for the sky

Manage water
for better high-rise living
It’s the football World Cup finals night. In a 24-story apartment building with
269 units, the eyes of all 800 residents are glued to their TV screens. Will
Germany beat Argentina? During half-time, everybody dashes to the toilet
or to the kitchen. Many litres of water are flushed simultaneously into the
drainage system creating pressure spikes as the water discharges. In this
building, the drainage system and the hundreds of traps can cope with these
pressure spikes without any risk of bad odours or bacterial contamination,
thanks to the ingenious systems developed by Aliaxis High-Rise Building
Solutions.
Governments, cities and project developers are literally
looking skywards to find solutions to cope with the needs
of the ever-increasing world population. By 2025, it is estimated that the world will have gained an additional 35 new
megacities (with a megacity being defined as a metropolis
with over 10 million inhabitants). In the majority of these,
people will be living in high-rise buildings ranging from 12
to more than 100 stories.
"The era in which high-rise buildings were only designed
for offices is long gone," says Bas Nolta,
Global Business Development Manager
High-Rise Drainage Solutions at Aliaxis.
"The surface area available to be built on
is becoming scarcer, so project developers are building higher and higher.
Construction techniques have evolved to
the point that it is no longer unusual to
see buildings soaring up to 400 metres
and even higher."

"The era in
which high-rise
buildings were
only designed
for offices is
long gone."
Bas Nolta
Global Business
Development Manager
High-Rise Drainage Solutions
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"It is necessary to
take account of many
more laws of physics
in high-rise buildings."
Marc Buitenhuis
Research Engineer Fluid Dynamics

Challenges

400

That said, the
impact of a
skyscraper’s
great height on
its water supply
metres and higher is no longer an
and drainage
exeption for high-rise buildings
systems is often
overlooked.
Residential buildings have more sanitary facilities than
office buildings: bathrooms, toilets and also kitchens.
At peak hours all of the fixtures in the building can be
used at the same time. Bas Nolta asserts: "At certain
moments the the volume of water used is huge and the
total building height is a major consideration that causes a
substantial increase in underpressure and overpressure in
the pipes. Traditional low-rise systems have not been sufficiently tested under such high and heavy use conditions.
Further increasing pressure spikes are the complex layouts
of the vertical drainage system, because apartment buildings
are no longer just rectangular blocks of concrete.”
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“What's more, rainwater drainage also poses a serious
challenge: during heavy rainfall, a huge volume of water
will collect on the roof of an apartment building, and it all
needs to be drained off simultaneously and without the

residents noticing. The presence of balconies in residential
buildings, parking decks and aerial walkways only adds to
the challenge."
In other words, there is a big demand for drainage systems
that are not only innovative but also extremely reliable.
"The more efficient the installation of these systems, the
more attractive they are to the client. Prices of real estate
square metres are rising, so property developers want the

High-rise: Reaching for the sky

pipes and drainage systems to take
up as little space as possible. The idea
is to maximise the usable residential
space to make it more attractive to the
buyer," says Bas Nolta.
The High-rise team at Aliaxis has set
its sights on meeting all these needs
in the future. "The range of products from our different businesses
worldwide enables us to provide the
complete package for water supply
and drainage in high-rise buildings
as well as to find solutions for rainwater drainage. This is how we can
offer total packages that meet all the
modern requirements for feasibility,
comfort, safety and affordability."

Invisible but indispensable
There is no doubt that the water
supply and drainage systems form an
invisible but absolutely essential lifeline in every home. If a
domestic system functions properly, residents take it for
granted. "The same is true for high-rise apartment buildings,
except that here it is necessary to take account of a great
many more laws of physics, " explains Marc Buitenhuis.
As Research Engineer Fluid Dynamics at Aliaxis, he has
been researching high-rise water drainage systems for over
10 years.
"In high-rise buildings, the water supply and drainage
system are made up of an entire network of smaller branch
pipes per flat, and they are all connected to large vertical
stacks. Depending on the size of the building and the
number of floors, there can be many stacks per building.
Connected to the branch pipes you have the drainage pipes
from toilets, dishwashers, baths and showers. During peak
hours, for example at 7 o'clock in the morning, dozens
of people take a shower or go to the toilet at the same
time. Wastewater begins to flow down from, let's say, the
35th floor and at each level another large outflow can be
added. The velocity of the water increases to a certain
limit as it falls and, due to gravity, a pressure differential can
be created that endangers the integrity of the drainage

system. At such times there is a risk that individual traps in
an apartment could be sucked dry or blown out," continues
Marc Buitenhuis.
"Such an event not only causes bad odour problems,
but can also be a health hazard, because it provides an
entry point into the home for bacteria and viruses from
the main drainpipes. The outbreak of the SARS virus in
2003, for example, was caused by drainpipes that had
been sucked dry in a tall apartment building: the virus was
able to enter a single flat via an empty trap, and from there
it spread throughout the ventilation system [HVAC] to all
living rooms."

Alternative systems
Traditionally, the regulation of underpressure and overpressure are regulated via a second 'dry' pipe with its air
ventilation conveyed upwards through the roof. "But the
higher the buildings get, the wider the ventilation ducts must
be," notes Bas Nolta.
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"They not only take up too much space, but their pressure
differences become extremely difficult to regulate, including
the water level in all the different traps."
Aliaxis offers two types of solutions for this: the single stack
system with stack-aerators and the active ventilation system
with P.A.P.A.’s (Positive Air Pressure Attenuator) and AAV’s (Air
Admittance Valves) "The first system works with a special
fitting, a stack aerator, to connect the horizontal and vertical
pipes as an alternative to a T-branch fitting. The alternative
connection piece allows the air pressure in the drainpipe
to remain stable and eliminates the extra ventilation pipe.
This solution not only outperforms the conventional
system in terms of flow capacity, but also saves space and
therefore costs.
"The P.A.P.A. system works in a different way: this is a kind
of overpressure vessel, a device that can attenuate pressure
spikes and can be placed at the exact spot where a problem
could potentially occur. The advantage of this product is
that you can deploy it not just in new buildings to optimise their systems, but also in existing buildings to resolve
certain problems."

Outdated standards
With this type of product Aliaxis is entering a market with
high potential. "In high-rise buildings, the relevant international standards have not kept pace with reality. Right now,
techniques are still being used that comply with standards up to 50 years old. Moreover, those standards were
generally designed for use in buildings of 10 to 25 stories at
most. This means that engineers and architects nowadays
have little choice but to overdesign their drainage systems.
The result is that in many buildings excessive capacity has to
be provided just to comply with the safety norms," explains
Marc Buitenhuis.
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"That's where we want to make the difference," continues
Bas Nolta. "Our systems are innovative, and we also want
to combine them with extra service. Our goal is to sit at
the table during the process of designing a tall building so
that we can take over some of the work of the consultants
and engineers. That is how our technical solutions can be
deployed to function almost at optimal capacity."

Aliaxis Hydro-Dynamics
Experience Centre

A technical feat
For Aliaxis it was vital to do the performance testing ourselves to see how
water supply and drainage systems
cope with extreme circumstances.
"We wanted to expand our expertise
in that area and become the leading
specialist for high-rise buildings. It is
also essential that we should be able to
test our products and demonstrate to
clients how they work," says Bas Nolta.
That is why Aliaxis launched the
Hydro-Dynamics Experience Centre
(HDEC) last year, built on the site of the
Akatherm business in the Netherlands,"
adds Marc Buitenhuis. "In the tower we
have installed a conventional system
and our own single stack systems
with transparent pipes side by side,
so that we can compare and show
the differences between the systems.
We are able to simulate virtually any
situation, such as what happens to
water when it falls from the 40th floor
to the 3rd floor."

"We use our testing system in
the Hydro-Dynamics Experience
Centre to expand our range
of single stack solutions."
Will Simons
Research & Development Manager

The testing facility also plays an important role in the development of new
products. Will Simons, Research &
Development Manager at Akatherm
explains: "We test our prototypes in the
Hydro-Dynamics Experience Centre,
and use this experience to expand our
range of single stack solutions. In India,
for example, PVC is the standard
material used in plumbing installations,
while the original stack aerator is actually made of PE. Therefore, together
with Ashirvad, our Indian company,
we developed a prototype made of
PVC that we were able to test in our
own tower. This solution is now being
further developed for Paling, SNOW,
Vinidex and Marley New Zealand.
We had a similar project for our French
company, Nicoll: we developed a
stack aerator made of PVC for their
spiral-shaped pipe system, Chutunic."

Test facility Akatherm
Wastewater systems are not theYou
only
"An essential part of the HDEC is to
are here
systems tested at the Hydro-Dynamics
give demonstrations to our customers,
Experience Centre. Aliaxis also has a
to show them what we know and
have them experience how water
setup for rainwater. "Traditionally, rainflows through our pipe systems.
water is collected from large roofs in
The HDEC makes this possible with
a system of large pipes, which again
take up a lot of space. We are testing
our demonstration setup with transsyphonic drainage systems that use
parent pipes, and allows us to really
smaller pipes entirely filled with water,
explain the added value of our soluwhich allows them to conduct water
tions," adds Bas Nolta. "Our aim is to
at a higher rate of flow. This means
be a true knowledge centre and to set
you can use a system that is compact
the standards for high-rise buildings."
but still has a high capacity, thereby
giving engineers and architects a
lot more leeway in the design of
tall buildings.”
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Industry: Flawless water pipes for cruise ships

Marine segment develops
sinks and piping systems
for STX Cabins
A cruise ship is nothing less than a gigantic floating luxury hotel. It can have
up to 3,000 cabins, each with their own toilet, sink and shower or bath.
Tourists can pamper themselves in dozens of wellness centres and each
deck has multiple heated indoor and outdoor swimming pools. On these
ships, it is vital to have a foolproof system for water supply and drainage.
This challenging feat is possible, thanks to Aliaxis products.

"More and more
shipbuilders are
switching from
metal to plastic
water pipes on
their ships."

As part of its renewed strategy, Aliaxis has concentrated
all of its shipping activities and applications into a single
Marine growth platform. One of the first regions to focus on
Marine segment products is France. Guillaume Brunneval
leads the sales for this segment since September 2016. “I
have been working in this sector for over three years and
have ten years of experience in plastic pipes. When Aliaxis
approached me to develop the new Marine department,
I didn't hesitate. I found the spirit of the company and the
extensive high-quality product range immensely appealing.”

Europe as a mecca for cruise ships
With a five-person team, the Marine department focuses
primarily on the cruise ship market. “Europe is where the
largest shipyards for cruise ships are located. In France,
STX is one of the biggest players, in Italy there is Fincantieri,
in Germany there is Meyer Werft and up in the North
in Finland, Meyer Turku is a major cruise ship builder.
Some 80% of all cruise ships are built in Europe. In other
words, it’s a market with a lot of potential for Aliaxis,” says
Guillaume Brunneval.
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As a specialist in plastic pipings, fittings and plumbing
systems for water supply and drainage, Aliaxis has the
ambition to become a major player in this segment. “More
and more shipbuilders are switching from metal to plastics
for the water pipes on their ships. PVC and PE are much
lighter materials and they are less vulnerable to corrosion,”
explains the Aliaxis sales team.
“In the Marine segment there is a demand for many
applications. Wastewater needs to be properly removed
and processed; toilets, showers and sinks in the different
cabins need to be perfectly connected to the hot and cold
water supply; enough drinking water needs to be available;
swimming pools needs to be filled and their water filtered;
and so much more. Through our various business units, we
offer products and parts for all these applications.”

Integrated range for high-quality standards
The Aliaxis sales team continues: “Our goal is to offer an
integrated product range that is always adapted to the
customer's needs, according to their requirements and
working methods. For example, our local business units
Nicoll, Girpi and FIP have already acquired considerable
expertise in this segment. We have combined this experience and these products in a single Marine catalogue.
This way, we can deliver total solutions of the highest quality,
that meet all the specific requirements of the sector.”
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One of the biggest challenges on cruise ships is the limited
space available for installing all piping and water facilities.
“The hull of a ship has certain dimensions within which
shipbuilders have to work. Naturally, they try to make
optimal use of that space to maximise its returns. Cabins are
often developed and built in one-piece units that are then
installed on the cruise ship in a modular fashion, like Tetris
blocks. In the bathroom of an ordinary home, architects
may create the necessary space for water pipes and drains.
In a cruise ship cabin, we have to install everything in the
smallest possible space, while still guaranteeing optimal
functioning. Aliaxis has all the right expertise for the job.
Over the years, our European business units have gained
extensive know-how and developed a product range of
the highest quality that can be specifically applied in these
small spaces.”

First client STX Cabins
Shortly after its launch, the Marine team landed a first
contract with STX Cabins, a department of STX, France's
largest cruise ship builder. “They produce complete cabins
that can ultimately be installed as modules on the STX cruise
ships. We are talking about five cruise ships with 1,250 cabins
each, so that makes 6,000 units in total."
In the meantime, Aliaxis has already completed the first
deliveries for this client: one cruise ship has already been
fully equipped and launched. “The project will certainly
continue to run until 2022 or 2023. This confirms that our
added value is paying off. STX Cabins specifically chose
Aliaxis for a number of reasons: our capacity to create and
deliver bespoke products and the proximity of our Nicoll
business unit’s production facilities. But the most important
feedback we received was that they chose Aliaxis because,
through one single contact, they would have access to
a complete product range and a total solution for their
ships’ cabins. That provides proof that our comprehensive
approach works.”

©STX France/Bernard Biger

STX Cabins
A word from the client

"The quality of Aliaxis
products and their
customised approach
proved decisive."
For STX Cabins, Aliaxis is manufacturing total packages for sinks in the cruise cabins, consisting of full
plastic piping with the accompanying U-traps and
drainage systems. The first deliveries have been made
and the client has been highly satisfied with the result,
declaring that:
“Our first cruise ship incorporating Aliaxis products
in the cabins has now been launched. Here is proof
of a successful collaboration. The proximity of the
Nicoll factory at just 1.5 hours’ drive from our production facilities is most convenient because it enables
us to implement any necessary changes at once.
Before the contract, we were given
various samples and trial constructions
from Aliaxis that we were able to test
and compare. Ultimately, their products proved to be the most suitable
for our cabins. And the fact that – via
Aliaxis – we can work with a single
point of contact who takes care of
everything for us, is certainly also a
major added value.”

"Working with a
single point of
contact at Aliaxis
is certainly a major
added value."

©STX France/Bernard Biger
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Developing contacts
In the meantime, the Marine team is being further expanded
in order to cover the entire European market. “In countries where we see high potential, such as Germany, Italy,
Finland and France, our local segment managers will be
active. Furthermore, we are developing our contacts with
shipbuilders in Croatia, the Netherlands, Turkey and Greece.
The contract with STX Cabins was a first important milestone. However, apart from the piping systems in cabins,
Aliaxis can also provide the complete general water supply
system for cruise ships, for their kitchens, swimming pools
and wellness centres. Now it's a question of landing our first
contract on this scale,” concludes the Aliaxis sales team.

"We provide a
complete product
range for all parts
of a cruise ship."
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Hot & cold water
Pools & spas

Cooling systems

Black & grey water

Ballast water treatment

Exhaust gas scrubbers
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Industry: Clean water for all people on this planet

“Our goal: to make clean
water flow to all four corners
of the world”
Water is essential to life on Earth. It is thanks to water that 7 billion people are
currently able to live on this planet and call it home. But as our population
is increasing, access to clean water for everyone is posing ever greater
challenges. This is the area where the Aliaxis' Water Treatment segment aims
to make a tangible difference, as explained by Thiroshan Moodley, Global
Segment Director for Water Treatment.
Why is access to clean water an
increasing global problem?
Thiroshan Moodley: “Ever since its origin, the volume of
fresh water on our planet has remained nearly constant.
Meanwhile the global human population has grown from
0 to 7 billion and is still rising. It is estimated that by 2050
there will be 9.7 billion people on this
planet, all sharing the same volume of
clean water. What’s more, the available
clean water is subject to contamination
and pollution, due to industrialisation and
irresponsible domestic water consumption. As a result, our global water footprint
is becoming an even bigger problem than
our carbon footprint."
“You have to keep in mind that we are not
only using this water to drink. We use huge
amounts of water to produce the food we
are consuming every day. For example, to produce one
cup of coffee from field to cup, the industry needs 132
litres of water."

"Our global
water footprint
is becoming
an even bigger
problem than our
carbon footprint."
Thiroshan Moodley
Global Segment Director
for Water Treatment
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"We offer an
integrated range of
solutions to water
treatment companies
that are developing
installations for cities
and large industries."

"No fewer than 1,259 litres of water are being used to
produce all ingredients for one single pizza, and for 1
kilo of chocolate the industry uses 17,196 litres of water.
In developed countries like the UK, Belgium or Canada, the
water footprint is more than 300 litres per person per day.
In some third world countries, it’s below 10 litres per person
per day, so regional differences are enormous. According to
the World Health Organisation, the global average is 200
litres per person per day: a huge amount.”

What are the possible solutions for
reducing our water footprint?
Thiroshan Moodley: “We will need to implement the
“reduce, recycle and reuse” mentality and to do so not
only in our homes. For the first time, companies, industries and governments are realising that they need to

Industry: Clean water for all people on this planet

make large-scale reductions in their water consumption.
Many industries, such as food and beverage, refineries,
the power industry are working very hard to reduce their
water footprint. Governments are putting new laws in place,
like ‘zero liquid discharge’ for certain “heavy” industries.
This means that they must reuse all water used within their
production processes and are forbidden to discharge any
wastewater into nearby rivers or streams."

"We also make sure that all our products used in larger water
treatment installations, meet the regional standards for all
relevant applications.”

“As a result, a huge market in water treatment is opening
up on a global scale. Did you know that water in any state
can be converted to potable water? Not only domestic
wastewater but also the most acidic and toxic industrial
wastewaters such as effluent from the mining industry, for
example. Thanks to advanced technology, it is possible for
sea water to be turned into drinking water, although, in my
opinion, this should be a last resort. Technically speaking,
almost everything is possible; the only limitation is how
much governments and companies are willing to invest.”

Thiroshan Moodley: “To get clean water flowing to all four
corners of the Earth, we definitely need reliable infrastructure. In many older cities, like Paris or London, the piping
network consists of materials like concrete, metal and steel.
All three can be subject to corrosion, meaning that, in the
immediate future a great many pipes in big cities might need
to be repaired or replaced."

How is Aliaxis offering added
value in water treatment?
Thiroshan Moodley: “Throughout our regional businesses
we have a wide range of products and solutions for
water treatment companies. Our dedicated Aliaxis Water
Treatment team has examined the global industrial trends
and found matches for them in our product portfolio. As a
result, we now offer an integrated range of solutions to
water treatment companies that are developing installations
for cities and large industries. The total
package consists not only of pipes,
valves and fittings but also filtration and
instrumentation equipment."

Is there enough infrastructure in place
right now to be able to supply the
world’s population with clean water?

“That is where Aliaxis comes in. We are developing sustainable solutions with pipes made of PVC or PE. The latter
is a recyclable and reusable material that is also durable,
long-lasting and resistant to corrosion. The other major
advantage of our pipes, valves and fittings is that they can
be installed very quickly and easily. No city government
wants to dig up its streets and leave them open for months
while antiquated piping systems are being renovated, so the
difference we make is that we are able to provide solutions
for replacing old water pipes as fast as possible.”

“We have a great deal of in-house
expertise and product knowledge,
which we are happy to share with all
stakeholders, decision-makers and end
users. Our people talk to water treatment contractors and to government
officials and engineering consultants.
Our expertise enables us to be part of
the decision-making process."
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OUR GLOBAL
WATER FOOTPRINT
How much of water
do you think we use per day?

200

litres

average water use per
person per day

Global water usage
in billion litres per year
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464

768

2,769

11.6%

19.2%

69.2%

Municipal

Industrial

Agricultural

(Source: Aquastat November 2016, Food and
Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations)

Industry: Clean water for all people on this planet

How much
water* goes
into the
products
we use?

bread

1,608 litres/kg

coffee

132 litres/cup

cheese

3,178 litres/kg
* From field to product

Is it true that a lot of water gets
wasted through leakages?
Thiroshan Moodley: “Unfortunately yes, and this is an
important issue worldwide. We estimate that up to 30% of
all piped water gets lost through leakages along the way.
The major trend nowadays is to create ‘smart cities’ with
new equipment installed that can measure how much
water is being produced, how much really flows out of the
tap in the homes of end users and how much water gets
lost before it reaches the consumer. With that knowledge,
governments are better prepared to find ways to reduce
leakages. That is why we are also developing products for
leak detection and repair. Thanks to our solutions, leakages
in existing pipes can be fixed in a couple of hours. Again,
we can avoid having consumers' water supply cut off for
a long period.”

What are the most important markets
for water treatment at the moment?
Thiroshan Moodley: “The fastest growing regions are definitely India, South-East Asia and the Middle-East. In India,
for example, the government has introduced a policy of
‘zero liquid discharge’. That is a massive step in the right
direction towards reducing India’s global water footprint.
Indonesia has ambitious plans to connect 100% of its population to drinking water supplies and wastewater treatment,
and aims to have 0% slums by the year 2030. Those are the
places where Aliaxis can make a big difference and those
are the regions where we are expanding our sales forces.
In February 2018, we officially launched the India, SouthEast Asia, Middle East and Latin America Industrial teams,
composed of talented people from Aliaxis companies
worldwide. During this time, we provided our team with all
of the necessary technical and commercial skills to advance
our business in the relevant regions"
“We also attach great importance to the social aspect of
supplying clean water. We really want to make water flow
to every person around the world. In Indonesia, for example,
people sometimes need to walk more than 2 kilometres to
fetch a bucketful of clean water. But in Western countries
we take it for granted that water comes out of our tap every
day, so much so that we even flush our toilets with drinking
water! We need to be more aware that fresh water is key
to life. It gives us great satisfaction that, thanks to Aliaxis'
products and solutions, we can bring clean piped water on
tap in every small village, even in the most remote corners
of the world.”
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Innovative and
sustainable
solutions for
water and
energy
Operating in a fast-changing world, we produce
a wide range of innovative products, tailored
to our customers’ needs. Our advanced plastic
piping systems offer sustainable solutions
for water and energy, adding value for our
customers in various market segments:
building, infrastructure and industry.

Innovative and sustainable solutions

The benefits of plastic
pipe systems for society
Through its production of plastic pipe systems
worldwide, Aliaxis is making its contribution to a
better future for the people of this planet. Research
studies1 show that PVC and PE pipes are better and
more environmentally-friendly alternatives to pipes
made from other materials like concrete or iron, and
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our society is reaping the benefits.

1

Life Cycle Assessment of PVC Water and Sewer Pipe and Comparative Sustainability Analysis of Pipe
Materials, Sustainable Solutions Corporation, April 2017

Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs) of PE
and PVC have been conducted to
assess the environmental impacts
associated with all stages of their
product life: from raw material extraction through materials processing,
manufacture and distribution to
final use, repair, maintenance, and
disposal or recycling. In 2017, for
example, the Life Cycle Assessment
of PVC Water and Sewer Pipe and
Comparative Sustainability Analysis
of Pipe Materials was published.
This was the first comprehensive

environmental review of underground
piping systems in North America.
The results of this study show that PVC
pipes provide both environmental and
economic advantages for water and
sewer infrastructure for utilities and
municipal projects.
Studies such as these on PVC or PE
prove that plastic pipe systems have
fundamental advantages in terms
of creating sustainable piping for
water and sewage infrastructure: it is
recyclable and reusable, durable and

long-lasting and resistant to corrosion. It is estimated that PVC and PE
pipes can have a lifetime exceeding
100 years.

Resistance
to corrosion
Corrosion is one of the biggest problems associated with metal piping
systems. It occurs both inside and
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Innovative and sustainable solutions

outside the pipe and affects hydraulic
efficiency. Many cities are treating
their water in efforts to slow down
rusting and pitting. Others choose
expensive alternatives like cathodic
protection, plastic coating or sleeving,
with the aim of extending the pipes’
service life but without being able
to avoid increased production and
maintenance costs.

Plastic pipes also save energy, thanks
to the lower energy requirements for
their transport, handling, installation
and maintenance. For example, PVC
and PE pipes are eight times less dense
than steel pipes, therefore there is no
need to bring in heavy lifting equipment to shift them while they are
being installed.

Unlike many traditional pipe materials,
plastic pipes do not corrode and offer
excellent resistance to most types of
chemicals. They can resist most strong
acids, alkalis and aqueous solutions,
as well as brine, mineral oils, fats and
alcohols. This means that harmful
chemicals are highly unlikely to infiltrate water supplies. The resistance
of plastic pipes to corrosion also
ensures a consistent water flow rate
throughout their lifespan, guaranteeing
that the energy required to pump
water through the system will not
increase as the pipeline ages.

Smaller risk
of leakage

From an engineer’s viewpoint, plastic
pipes entail lower installation and
maintenance costs. For piping infrastructure, plastic is already the material
of choice for many municipalities in
Canada and the UK, for example.

Energy saving
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The manufacture of PVC and PE
pipes requires less energy than the
production of steel, copper, ductile
iron or aluminium pipes. By contrast,
energy-intensive zinc applications are
required for the essential galvanisation
of steel and ductile iron pipes. An additional energy-intensive cement lining is
often inserted into ductile iron pipes to
increase their resistance to corrosion.

Globally, up to 30% of all piped water is
lost through pipe leakages somewhere
in a system. The main cause of this is
pipe failure. Plastic pipes, whether PVC
or PE, are flexible and do not carry the
same inherent risk of cracking as metal
or concrete alternatives. They are
less affected by ground movements
and are strong enough to withstand
deformation from traffic loading.
Their inherent resistance to corrosion
also makes them less vulnerable to
leaks originating inside the pipe.

Plastic pipes also require fewer joints
than those made from concrete,
iron or metal. PE pipes, for example,
can be produced, transported and
installed in longer lengths than metal
pipes. This allows plastic pipelines to
be installed with up to two or three
times fewer joints than pipelines made
of traditional materials. Moreover, as
lengths of PE pipes are fitted together
with fusion-jointing processes, they are
less liable to leak.

Easier
installation
Plastic pipe systems can also be
installed with so-called ‘trenchless
technology’, creating far less disturbance to traffic flows and the environment than the traditional systems
they are often replacing.
The installation of traditional piping
systems usually starts with a trench
being dug in the road, resulting in

The benefits of plastic pipe systems for society

major traffic and environmental disruption. For trenchless installations, on the
other hand, a continuous borehole is
drilled beneath the ground by a horizontal directional drilling machine.
Once the drilling head reaches the
end of the borehole, the plastic pipe is
attached to it and pulled back through
the hole.
The flexibility of plastic pipes,
combined with their tensile strength
and resistance to abrasion, makes
them a perfect fit for this trenchless
installation technology.

Recyclable
At the end of their service life of
sometimes 100 years or more, plastic
pipes can be collected, recycled and
reworked into other PVC or PE products. It is possible to recycle and reuse
them at any stage in their life-cycle,
whether early during the manufacturing or much later at a post-industrial
use stage.
PVC, for example, is recycled either
mechanically through being ground
into tiny particles which are then
converted by heat into a plastic
material for factory use, or chemically
through being reduced by chemical
or heating processes to its molecular
components before being fed either
into the manufacture of new PVC
or used as fuel for energy recovery.
This reusability effectively cuts down
waste material from the production
line and reduces the overall burden
of disposing of PVC piping. It also
limits PVC’s environmental footprint
over time.

A word from an expert

“The primary benefit of PVC
pipes is their reliability”
Doug Seargeant,
Senior Manager,
Distribution Infrastructure,
EPCOR Water Services Inc.
Edmonton, Canada

“Our company EPCOR, which is based in Edmonton,
is a private utility company that focuses on water, waste
water, electrical distribution and natural gas distribution.
When I started working for this company, the water distribution network in Edmonton experienced up to 10,000
pipe breaks a year, detected primarily in cast-iron distribution pipes. This led the city to consider an alternative pipe
material, namely PVC.”
“The primary benefit of this material is its reliability. We find
that we need not devote much effort to maintaining these
pipelines and operating them in the long term. We also find
that it’s an easy material to work with. It is lightweight, very
easily field-adaptable and we have cost-effective installations when we are using PVC. In the long term, the costs of
maintaining our water distribution network are going down
and the number of water main breaks that we have to repair
each year is also going down.”
“From an environmental perspective, Edmonton’s water
distribution network now experiences very little leakage.
We use the international leakage index, and the leakage
number that we have recorded for Edmonton over the past
5 years has been less than 1.5, which puts us at the level
of a World Class System. Finally, from an end-customer’s
perspective, we have noticed that in the systems where PVC
is used, the quality of the water is great.”
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Offering the widest
product range of advanced
plastic piping systems
By developing our portfolio, we aim to offer our
clients worldwide a broad range of innovative
products, services and solutions for building,
infrastructure and industry, always focusing on the
benefits for the end user.
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From systems that convey water,
chemicals and gases to conduits
that carry power and data cabling.
From PVC and ABS to PVDF and
PE. From valves and fittings to pipes.
From solvent cements and cutting
tools to electrofusion systems.
Whatever the product or application,
our customers can be confident
that everything they need for their
particular solution will be delivered
with the quality and service you expect
from an industry leader.
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Offering the widest product range of advanced plastic piping systems
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Water
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Aliaxis products are can be found at
every step of the process that brings
water from source to tap. Our Aliaxis
businesses offer leading products and
solutions covering the whole range,
from process piping systems for use in
water treatment plants, over the widest
variety of water transmission pipes, to
piping systems for underground water
transmission, distribution networks,
irrigation solutions etc. We also offer
a range of sanitary solutions, mainly
focused on kitchen and bathroom
applications: hot and cold water
systems, waste traps and outlets and
shower and floor drainage.

There is a growing awareness of environment protection issues surrounding
the management of wastewater and
stormwater by government, industry
and the general public. Aliaxis companies play an important role here by
offering a range of products for the
collection, transport and management
of waste- and rainwater. This range
includes heavy-duty channel drains,
infiltration and attenuation units as
well as other stormwater management systems. In response to sewage
treatment needs, we also provide a
wide range of surface drainage channels, pipes, fittings and manholes.
Fascia and soffits for residential buildings and siphonic roof drainage solutions for large and small commercial
buildings extend the product range.
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Our capabilities
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Air & Gases

Power, Voice & Data

Chemicals

Thanks to our extensive expertise in
welding and mechanical jointing technologies, we offer a complete range of
PE fittings, pipes, valves and connectors for inert gas handling and natural
gas distribution as well as the venting
of flue gases. For compressed air
distribution in targeted industry applications, we provide solutions based on
thermoplastic piping systems complemented by valves and actuated valves.

For electrical and telecommunication networks worldwide we provide
complete management systems that
protect buried, encased, concealed
or exposed power and data wiring.
These systems offer key advantages,
such as ease of installation and ease
of maintenance for utilities contractors and other installers. In addition
to a range of both rigid and corrugated flexible products, we also
make conduits that comply with the
latest standards.

Our companies build systems to transport and contain many of industry’s
corrosive and hazardous chemicals.
For pressurised systems we supply a
broad range of industrial pipes, valves
and fittings designed to handle acids
and bases in their environments.
Whether used for chemical process
lines or abrasive slurries, our industrial
systems offer a long service life at a
lower cost than traditional metallic
piping systems.

Offering the widest product range of advanced plastic piping systems
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Pumps

Ceramics

For industrial environments we provide
a leading range of piping and pressure
systems for handling fluids and for
compressed air distribution. Our extensive range of metal and plastic pumps
all meet the strict engineering
requirements in terms of temperature, pressure, chemical resistance,
abrasion resistance etc. imposed by
the fluids to be transported and their
fields of application. The latter include
metallurgy, petrochemicals, surface
treatment and other technically
demanding industries.

Alongside our range of industrial
pumps, Aliaxis also offers tailored
ceramic components for a wide
variety of industrial applications.
Metallised oxide ceramics can be
used in highly exacting surroundings
and are applied in tool and machine
components and laboratory equipment. They are also widely used in
high-tech electrical engineering and
surface treatment applications.
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Key figures
(in € million)

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

3,094.7

2,949.4

3,047

2,694

2,507

Current EBITDA

411.4

358.8

395

317

304

as % on sales

13.3%

12.2%

13.0%

11.8%

12.1%

300.4

243.5

290

226

215

9.7%

8.3%

9.5%

8.4%

8.6%

273.5

193.5

288

196

194

8.8%

6.6%

9.4%

7.3%

7.7%

Net profit (Group share)

143.2

101

160

101

108

Capital expenditure (incl. leasing)

110.6

106

147

143

137

100%

96%

142%

157%

156%

27%

30%

37%

45.0%

45.0%

1,624

1,623

1,573

1,439

1,317

357

464

508

626

374

12.3%

8.6%

12.7%

9.5%

10.7%

9.2%

6.6%

11.1%

7.6%

8.2%

15,904

16,087

16,167

16,233

15,707

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Basic

1.82

1.26

2.00

1.26

1.35

Diluted

1.82

1.26

1.99

1.25

1.34

0.5335

0.485

0.44

0.40

0.36

Net dividend

0.37345

0.3395

0.3212

0.3000

0.2700

Payout ratio

29.3%

38.4%

22.0%

31.9%

26.7%

78,725,401

78,781,879

80,111,194

80,110,497

80,106,497

Revenue

Current EBIT
as % on sales
Operating income (EBIT)
as % on sales

as % of depreciation and amortisation
as % of current EBITDA
Total equity
Net financial debt
Return on capital employed
Return on equity (Group share)
Number of employees

(in € per share)
Earnings

Gross dividend

Outstanding shares at 31 December
(net of treasury shares)

Brand Portfolio
Customers and end-users around the world value the comprehensive Aliaxis
range of high-quality products, systems and solutions. Six major brands are joining
forces with strong regional and local brands to meet the needs of every trade
professional they serve.
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